The Combined Drive

This morning speakers are making their first appeals to men in classes for contributions to the Combined Charity Drive. A quota of $10,000, thousands of dollars, must be reached by Friday. A similar drive last year was eminently successful, with over four thousand dollars contributed. There is no reason why we should not be able to surpass last year’s work, if we work together.

The University’s worthy causes will benefit from the drive, and they are the only beneficiaries. These are the American Red Cross and the Democratic and Republican work of the Big Cross is too well known and appreciated to require qualification. All of this has to be subscribed by charity, and every person should realize his individual obligation to become a subscriber. It was re'tumed to the students of the Institute. It was returned to the students of the Institute.
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A Record

To the Editor:

In a previous issue of THE TECH, the Tech Board expressed the hope that the T. C. A. were described and stressed the importance of the Combined Drive. We, the Technique Board, Olympanus, the Upper Crust, Compilers and Officers of the Upper Crust, hookers of the Halls, Treasured Tome and High Hat Stewards, and Night Editors, hereby urge you to open your wallets and give the Combined Drive a wholehearted support.
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Field Day Qualifies

Field Day, at last, made an adequate defense of its worth when it exhibited a brand of vigor and spirit Friday finally seen before in Tech Field. Advance "dago" signified a lack of spirit, but by the time events were under way the pagubas instinct had given the market a battle flag, and the Boys and Girls were at it with blood-bathing business.

The Education Board, in its weekly publication, has stated that the Combined Drive is the only one at the Institute during the current year. Furthermore, a contributor in this drive knows exactly what his money is going to, and avoids wasting money on charities of dubious worthiness.

A question of vital importance to every undergraduate, with the exception of Student Senate, is the future of Student Senate from three terms to four. THE TECH desires to get viewpoints on both sides of this matter, and would like to receive for publication communications, either pro or con, from any student or group of students who have given the question any consideration. The Board has no definite opinion, and is not prejudiced in any way. The Board has no definite opinion, and is not prejudiced in any way.

No longer is the Combined Drive idea commendable for its benevolent uses, but also it is entitled to enthusiastic support because of the resistance of the frequent individual campaign. Instead of being harassed by repeated demands for charity throughout the year, the student is asked to make his contribution once in a while. The Combined Drive is the only one of the provisions of the Combined Drive is that it shall be the only one at the Institute during the current year. Furthermore, a contributor in this drive knows exactly what his money is going to, and avoids wasting money on charities of dubious worthiness.
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